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 Optimization of a power supply system is one of the main directions in 
power engineering research. The reactive power compensation reduces active 
power losses in transmission lines. In general, researches devoted to 
allocation and control of the compensation units consider this issue as a static 
optimization problem. However, it is dynamic and stochastic optimization 
problem that requires a real-time solution. To solve the dynamic optimization 
NP-hard problem, it is advisable to use Swarm Intelligence. This research 
deals with the problem of the compensation units power control as a dynamic 
optimization problem, considering the possible stochastic failures of the 
compensation units. The Particle Swarm Optimization and the Bees 
Algorithm were applied to solve it to compare the effectiveness of these 
algorithms in the dynamic optimization of a power supply system. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Optimal distribution of reactive power of energy supply systems and in electrical networks is a quite 
topical and innovative task. The main reason for high attention towards the problem is the possibility without 
providing effective additional capital investments into equipment and other power system performance to 
achieve economies through solving the problem set. The efficiency of the compensation depends on the 
distribution of reactive power compensation units at power supply system nodes [1]. The optimization task of 
finding the optimal distribution and powers of reactive power compensation units (CU) is nonlinearity, no 
differentiability; it has multiple extremes and high computational complexity. Presently, the issues of finding 
solutions for similar problems are considered, based on artificial intelligence methods, such as Fuzzy logic, 
heuristic optimization methods, etc. Research [2] proposes the regulation of STATCOM using Fuzzy Logic 
concept. It allows tuning controllers to achieve a high efficiency of power grid operation. Fuzzy logic is a 
powerful mathematical tool for power system control [2, 3] but applying Fuzzy Logic requires expert 
knowledge of the system and its functioning. Therefore, developing fuzzy rules can be very time-consuming. 
It is much easier to use heuristic optimization methods that do not require special labor-intensive 
modifications. The Tabu search used in [4] and [5]. Research [5] also considers the Simulated Annealing 
algorithm. Now the Genetic algorithm is the most widely used optimization method in power supply system 
optimization [5-8]. The other population-based Swarm Intelligence algorithms are used successfully for the 
optimization of reactive power control, reactive power dispatch, and other power system optimization 
problems: Particle Swarm optimization [9-11], Fire Fly optimization [12]; Crow search [13], Cuckoo 
search [14], Bee algorithm [15]. 

This paper does not consider the placement of CUs in the network nodes; it considers the problem of 
the operational control of CU powers to ensure minimum active power losses while maintaining the stability 
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of the system. In networks, loads may change dynamically and equipment failures may occur, so it is 
necessary that CUs should be controlled in real time. For optimization problems with dynamically changing 
conditions, it is necessary to apply algorithms capable, first, of self-organization that is automatically 
adapting to the task and, secondly, can give efficient solutions fast enough to work in real time. Stochastic 
methods are especially productive for optimization problems that have such features as nonlinearity,  
non-differentiability, and high computational complexity, for stochastic and dynamic tasks [16-18]. Often it 
is impossible to make an analytical expression for them because the model has a complex structure and 
interconnections between its elements. It also leads to great laboriousness of calculation and complex 
topology of the search space. 

This research considers the PSO and the BA for dynamic optimization in the dynamic optimization 
of CUs. At this stage of the research, the easiest option for the experiments associated with failures of CUs 
has been selected. It is the main aspect of the reliability of power systems [19]. The purpose of this stage is to 
analyze the dynamic properties of these algorithms. We strike to create modifications of these algorithms, 
based on this analysis for their further use under the conditions when, apart from the equipment failures, the 
powers of consumers of electricity in the grid are varied according to the certain distribution function. 
 
 
2. RESEARCH METHOD  

2.1. The power supply system considered 

The power supply system 400 V of a production plant is considered. The power supply system 
represents a substation comprising four sections, and the arrangement of each section is radial. For the power 
distribution among consumers, power distribution points fed from the substation section bus bars are applied. 
Ten most congested distribution points are considered in each section (distribution cabinets), which provide 
power for asynchronous motors of the ventilation system, electric motors of pumps (the power of each is 
about 150 kW) and the main supply lines of boost compressors. Each main supply line provides from 10 to 
15 compressors with 9 kW induction motors which are supplied by a stub. 
 
2.2. The Mathematical model 

The mathematical model of the considered optimization problem has the vector of CU powers (QCU) 
as control variables and criteria: active power losses → min & stable operation of the system → true. 
The second criterion we use as the penalty function G(QCU). As a result, the mathematical formulation can be 
written as follows: 

 
ΔP(QCU) + G(QCU)→min, (1) 
 
QCU {Q1, Q2, …, Qn} (2) 
 
0 < Qi < Qmax i , i =1, …, n (3) 
 

ΔP (QCU) is the total losses of active power in power supply system. 
QCU is the CU power vector. 
Qi is the CU power in the i-th node (if Qmax I = 0, then a CU is not installed in the i-th node); 
n is the number of node where CUs are installed (n = 14 for considered power supply system). 
Qmax i is the maximum allowable CU power value in the i-th node. 
 
2.3. Swarm intelligence algorithms 

Term "Population-based" means that these algorithms use a "population" as a system of particles 
(agents). As a rule, such algorithms are based on natural mechanisms, such as evolutionary selection, 
cooperate activity of insects, etc. The term "particle" means a point in the search space mathematically, 
so it is some solution of an optimization problem. The main feature of the population-based algorithms is 
their self-organization. It ensures the algorithms’ ability to explore the search space regardless of the space’s 
dimension and topology. It provides the flexibility and possibility to find quasi-optimal solutions quickly. 
Population-based optimization algorithms can be split into Evolutionary algorithms and Swarm Intelligence 
(SI) algorithms. The evolutionary process is based on creating new populations at every new step concerning 
the experience obtained by the previous populations. Genetic algorithm, Genetic programming, Differential 
evolution are examples of Evolutionary algorithms. It uses principles of natural selection as inheritance, 
mutation, crossover. The word "swarm" can be defined as a group of objects or an aggregation of moving 
bodies. Swarming means movements of the particles in the search space, using some rules and indirect 
exchange of data between the particles through shared memory. In contrast to Evolutionary algorithms, 
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the particles are not created and destroyed, and the swarm population has no centralized control system. 
Swarm Intelligence algorithms should be considered as a particular group amid the population-based 
optimization algorithms since they share the same characteristic idea, based on the collective movements of 
decentralized particles and the indirect information exchange. 

The application of the system approach allows isolating elements of an object and relationships 
between them. Also, it needs to define connections between an object and the outside world (inputs and 
outputs). An SI algorithm is specified certain data structures and operations on them like many other 
algorithms. SI uses the swarm, i.e., a population of particles as a base data structure and rules of moving 
particles as an algorithm of transformation this data. A distinctive feature of the SI algorithms is using some 
means of indirect information exchange between particles. The Particle Swarm Optimization uses 
the best-found position in the search space; the Ant Colony Optimization uses a pheromone graph; 
the Monkey Search algorithm uses a weighted center of particles’ positions, etc. Finally, it is necessary to 
distinguish the means of data exchange of an SI algorithm and the outside world (optimization task). 
Thus, we can formulate basic parts of SI algorithm: 
- Set of particles S. 
- Mean of indirect interaction M. 
- Algorithm of particles’ moving, and interaction with optimization problem A. 
- Parameters of heuristic rules P. 
- Input to obtain data from the optimization problem being solved I. 
- Output to send solutions of the optimization problem and the final algorithm result O. 
 
2.4. Particle Swarm Optimization 

The Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm was first proposed by J. Kennedy and R. Eberhart in 
1995 [20]. Then it was improved by Kennedy, Eberhart, and Shi [21]. PSO is based on a bird flocks’ 
behavior. Every bird (particle) coordinates own movements with the movements of whole flocks. In the PSO 
algorithm, every particle is denoted by a position vector, a velocity vector, and a value of the criterion. 
The vectors of position and velocity of all particles are updated according to the rules taking into account the 
best position of a particle, and the best position of the whole swarm. Also, the algorithm uses inertia weights 
of the particles, velocities restriction and the stochastic deviations. According to the scheme of the swarm 
algorithm description [15], the PSO algorithm may be represented by a tuple {S, M, A, P, I, O}.

 
a. A set of particles S = {S1, S2, …, S|S|}, |S| is number of particles. At j-th iteration i-th particle is 

characterized by the state Sij={Xij,Vij, X
best

ij}, where Xij={X
1
ij, X

2
ij,…, Xn

ij} is the variable parameter vector 
(particle position), Vij ={V

1
ij, V

2
ij,…, Vn

ij} is the velocity vector, Xbest
ij={b

1
ij, b

2
ij,…, bn

ij} are the best (by 
value) fitness-functions of the particle position among all the positions it took during the algorithm 
operation from the 1st to the j-th iterations, l is the number of variable parameters. 

b. A mean of indirect exchange is vector M = Xj
best

 
is the best value of the variable parameters vector 

derived among all particles from the 1st to the j-th iterations of the algorithm. 
c. Algorithm A describes the steps of the PSO algorithm. 
1) Generation of initial population (iteration number j = 1): 

 
Xi1←random(0,1), i=1, …, |S|; 
Vi1←random(-β,

 β), i=1,…|S|; 
Xi1

best←Xij, i = 1, …|S|. 
 

where random(0,1) is the vector of random numbers with dimensionality l (dimensionality of solution 
search space) uniformly distributed from 0 to 1. 

2) Calculation of fitness-functions. The criterion calculation takes place in the mathematical model of 
the problem where Xij vectors are entered from algorithms, and the results are returned to the algorithm 
through the interface {I, O}. 

 
if f(Xij) < f(Xij

best) then Xij
best← Xij, i = 1, …, |S|; 

if f(Xij) < f(M) then M ← Xij, i = 1, …, |S|. 
 
3) Particles’ movement with respect to the tolerance region and to the velocity limitation: 

 
Vij+1 ← Vijω+α1(Xij

best – Xij)random(0,1) + α2(M – Xij)random(0,1) , i=1, …, |S|, (4) 
if Vij+1 > β then Vij+1← β, i = 1, …, |S|, 
if Vij+1 < – β then Vij+1← – β, i = 1, …, |S|. 
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where α1, α2, ω, Vmax are algorithm parameters. 
Xij+1 ← Xij+Vij+1, i=1, …, |S|. 
if Xij+1 >1 then Xij+1 ← 1, i=1, …, |S|; 
if Xij+1 < 0 then Xij+1 ← 0, i=1, …, |S|. 
 

4) If at the j-th iteration a stop-condition is satisfied, then the value M is transmitted to output O or the 
transition to iteration 3.2 takes place. 

d. Vector P = {α1, α2, ω, β} comprises the coefficients of algorithm A which influences the particles’ 
movement in the search space. Coefficients α1 and α2 define the degree of accounting the individual and 
group experience of the particles, respectively. Coefficient ω characterizes inertial properties of the 
particles, and coefficient β defines limitations for the maximum velocity.  

 
2.5. Bees Algorithm 

The Bees Algorithm (not the Artificial Bee Colony Optimization [22]) was researched and 
developed by D.T. Pham et al. in 2005 [23]. It is based on the simulation of the behavior of bees in their 
searching for nectar and the indirect exchange of information between bees. Bee swarm sends several scouts 
in random directions to search for nectar. Returning, scouts report on the areas found in the field with flowers 
containing nectar, and on them fly out the other bees [15]. In this case, the more on the site of nectar,  
the more bees go to it. However, the bees can randomly deviate from the chosen direction. After the return of 
all the bees in the hive, information exchange and sending of bees again.  

According to the description scheme of swarm algorithms [15], the BA may be represented by a 
tuple {S, M, A, P, I, O}. 
a. A set of particles (bees) S = {S1, S2, …, S|S|}. At the j-th iteration the i-th particle is characterized by the 

state Sij={Xij}, where Xij = X1
ij, X

2
ij, …, Xn

ij is the variable parameters vector (the particle position), l is the 
dimensionality of the solution search space. 

b. Means of indirect exchange M is a list of the best and perspective positions found in the j-th iteration, M = 
{N

b
ij, N

g
kj}, i=1, ..., nb, k = 1, ..., ng. 

c. Algorithm A describes the steps of the BA. 
1) Generation of initial population (j = 1) is fulfilled only for a subset of scout particles: 

 
Xi1 ← random(0,1), i = 1, …, ns

 
 
where ns is the number of scout particles. Other particles are considered as inactive this time (only at 
the first iteration). 

2) Calculation of fitness-functions. The criterion calculation takes place in the mathematical model of the 
problem where Xij vectors are entered from algorithms, and the results are returned to the algorithm 
through the interface {I, O}. 

 
if f(Xij) < f(Xij

best) then Xij
best ← Xij, i = 1, …, |S|. 

 
3) Particles’ movement. Among all particles, nb particles with the best values of target function are chosen, 

and then, in the rest of the set, n
g particles with the best values are chosen. The lists of the best and 

perspective positions M = {N
b

ij, N
g

kj} are generated using the chosen particles. Herewith, the distance 
between any two positions in M over each coordinate in the solution search space must be not less than 
the values of parameter rx. Worker particles are sent to the vicinity of these positions cb particles are sent 
to the vicinity of each best position and cg particles are sent to the vicinity of each perspective position. 
Thus, the positions of all worker particles are determined as follows: 

 
X(i-1)cb + k j ← Nb

ij-1 + random(–1, 1) ∙ rad, i = 1,…, nb, k = 1,…,cb; 
Xnbcb + (i-1)cb + k j ← Nb

ij-1 + random(–1, 1)∙rad, i = 1,…, ng, k = 1,…,cg. 
 

where ns
, n

b
, n

g, сb
, c

g
, rad are the parameters of the algorithm. 

In this case, scout particles are sent to random positions the coordinates of which are random values 
uniformly distributed in the tolerance range: 

 
Xnb∙cb+ng∙cg+i j ← random(–1, 1) ∙ rad, i=1,…, ns. 
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Finally, the limitation of search space is checked:  
 
if Xij+1 > 1 then Xij+1 ← 1, i = 1, …, |S| 
if Xij+1 < 0 then Xij+1 ←0, i = 1, …, |S| 
 

4) If at the j-th iteration a stop-condition is satisfied, then the value is transmitted to output O, or the 
transition to iteration 3.2 takes place. 

d. Algorithm parameters used in this description form vector P = {n
s
, n

b
, n

g, сb
, c

g
, rad, rx}. The coefficient 

rad defines particle scattering in sending to the best and prospective positions. The coefficient rx defines 
the minimum possible distances between these positions. The value for the expression ns

 + n
bсb

 + n
gсg

 is 
equal to the total number of the swarm particles (|S| = ns

 + n
bсb

 + n
gсg). The selection of the algorithm 

parameters heavily affects the quality of derived solutions, so to increase the algorithm efficiency, it is 
necessary to adapt parameters. 

 
2.6. Application of the swarm algorithms to the problem considered 

In the descriptions of the SI algorithms, we used constraints of the search space from 0 to 1 for each 
dimension. The introduced restrictions are necessary for successful adaptation and simple integration of the 
algorithm for solving various optimization problems. The fact is that some SI parameters have a different 
effect depending on the scale of optimization variables. Therefore, if a range of search space is from 0 to 100, 
the distance from the middle (50) to the high edge (100) will be 75. While if this distance is scaled from 0 to 
1, then the same distance will be equal to 0.75 and the degree of attraction between the particles would be 
completely different. At the same time, in fact, this distance is equivalent to the optimization task. Another 
example is the radius of the scatting area (rad) in BA. Obviously, the larger the distance between the 
boundaries of a search space direction, the greater should be the radius of the scattering area. Moreover, for a 
non-homogeneous search space, it would be necessary to introduce different values of the parameters for 
different directions. 

As a result, the algorithm parameters would have to be changed even in the case of a simple change 
of measurement units in the task (hours to seconds, kilometers to feet, etc.). To avoid this, we suggest 
specifying the search space bounded from 0.0 to 1.0 in all directions into the algorithm. And mapping of the 
particle's coordinate from the algorithm into the values of the optimized variables being solved. In the 
simplest variant, this can be done as follows. We denote the coordinate vector of a particle X={X1, X2,…, XL}, 
and the vector of optimized variables Q = {Q1, Q2,…, QL}. Under the restrictions αi ≤ qi ≤ bi, we obtain a 
mapping: qi=xi(bi – αi) + αi, i = 1, …, L. 

For the interaction of the algorithms with the model of the optimization problem discussed, it is 
necessary to set up a correspondence between position X of a particle and the vector specifying the CU 
arrangement in the grid (QCU). Vector X is used not as the CU power vector, but as the coefficients’ vector, so 
the power of each CU was determined as the product of the X vector element and the calculated maximum 
allowable power of the CU in the corresponding node: Qi = XiQmaxi 
 
2.7. The experiment 

The experiment simulated the failure cases of one of the CU in the grid. It is necessary to carry out a 
real-time automatic adjustment of powers of another CU to preserve the stability of the system and minimize 
the active power losses. There are two alternative ways in the case of using the population-based algorithms 
for dynamically changing optimization problems. 
a. "Restart". If conditions of an optimization task change, then an optimization algorithm runs again to solve 

this new task. So dynamically changing task is considered as a set of different static optimization tasks. 
On the one hand, it ignores the algorithm experience found by solving the task before condition changing. 
On the other hand, the algorithm can get out of a local extremum. 

b. "Without restart". If conditions of an optimization task change, an optimization algorithm does not start 
from scratch, but from the current state. In this instance, there is a chance to quickly find an effective 
solution to the task modified, but there is a risk of getting stuck in a current local extremum. 

During the experiments, each of the algorithms considered (PSO, BA) solved the optimization task 
(1-3) separately. The experiments for each algorithm were performed as follow: 
a. Find the quasi-optimal solution X* of task (1) when all the CUs are operational. 
b. For each node i of the grid that has the CU (i = 1,…, n). 
1) Assume that the CUi refused and ceased to function completely. 
2) Continue the process of optimization of the algorithm for the task modified, i.e. use the restart. 

The process is stopped after 200 000 iterations after the conditions of the task have been changed. 
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3) Start the optimization algorithm from scratch without taking into account the previous solution, i.e. use 
the way without restart. The process is stopped after 200 000 iterations after the conditions of the task 
have been changed. 

As the solution of the optimization problem is expected in real time, it is important how quickly a 
quasi-optimal solution to the task will be found after changing the conditions of the task. Therefore, 
the results were recorded at 100, 500, 1000 and 2000 iterations. The final results obtained after 200 000 
iterations are rather of the theoretical value. 
 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The experimental total results averaged over all the CUs are shown in Table 1 and 2. The first 
column defines the algorithm used, the second one shows the way used for accounting changing conditions 
of the problem (with restart or without it). The following columns show the values of the optimization 
criterion (active power losses, kW) after the given number of algorithm iterations. Iterations were counted 
after changing the conditions of the problem, that is, from step 2.1. Table 1 shows the deviation of the values 
of the optimization criterion (ΔP) from the best value found among all the algorithms after 200000 iterations. 
The deviations are averaged over all the CUs. The maximum deviation is shown in Table 2. Figure 1 shows 
the information from Tables 1 and 2 correspondingly.  

 
 

Table 1. Comparison of the algorithms’ efficiency, the average deviation 

Algorithm Restart? 
average deviation ΔP of the best, % 

100 500 1000 2000 200000 
PSO restart 4.13 4.13 4.13 4.12 4.12 
PSO w/o restart 8.03 8.02 8.02 8.02 8.02 
BA restart 2.73 2.65 2.61 2.56 0.60 
BA w/o restart 2.62 2.55 2.52 2.48 0.49 

 
 

Table 2. Comparison of the algorithms’ efficiency, the maximum deviation 

Algorithm Restart? 
maximum deviation ΔP of the best, % 

100 500 1000 2000 200000 
PSO restart 12.57 12.57 12.57 12.57 12.57 
PSO w/o restart 25.17 25.173 25.17 25.17 25.17 
BA restart 4.07 3.98 3.94 3.88 2.07 
BA w/o restart 3.83 3.80 3.78 3.74 1.98 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Comparison of the algorithms’ efficiency, the average deviation (left),  
the maximum deviation (right) 

 
 

The experiment shows that the BA provided the best solution, regardless of the number of iterations. 
The PSO with restart gave significantly better results than the PSO without restart. Moreover,  
the performance of the PSO without restart is hardly improved by increasing the number of iterations, which 
confirms that the PSO is unable to get out of a local extremum in case of changing the conditions of the task. 
It is attributed to the fact that when the PSO convergences in the neighborhood of an extremum, elements 
(Xij

best – Xij) and (M – Xij) in Equation (4) appeared to be very small, and since the speeds of the particles are 
too small for them to leave the extremum in a reasonable time. 
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Currently, a number of limitations have been adopted in the work. The model of CU failures and 
their distribution is not used. Only the consequences of failures are considered. In the future, it is planned to 
complicate the optimization problem considered in the article and bring it closer to the real conditions. To do 
this, the model of the power supply system will include not only failures of CU, which, in fact, occur rarely, 
but also take into account the dynamic changes in loads in networks and operating modes of consumers. 

 
 

4. CONCLUSION  

The problem of control of reactive power sources in a power supply system is considered as a 
dynamic optimization problem solved in real-time. The criterion of the task is to reduce the loss of active 
power in the power supply system. As the controlled variables, the capacities of the reactive power 
compensation units are chosen. The compensation units’ failures were simulated, leading to dynamic changes 
in the conditions of the problem. To solve the optimization problem, SI algorithms were used: the Particle 
Swarm Optimization algorithm and the Bees Algorithm. When solving dynamic optimization tasks, these 
algorithms can work either permanently, reacting to all changes in the conditions of the problem, or restart 
each time the conditions change. These two options can be designated "without restarting" and "with restart".  

The experiments showed that for the Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm it is necessary to do a 
restart, otherwise, the algorithm does not come out of the local extremum since the particles of the Particle 
Swarm Optimization algorithm tend to collect in certain amount iterations in the vicinity of one extremum, 
refer Tables 1, 2. The perfect results were shown by the Bees Algorithm, while the option without restart was 
slightly more effective (by 0.1%). With correctly configured heuristic coefficients of the algorithm, 
the particles of the Bees Algorithm are always dispersed over several extremes, which allows both to take 
into account before found solutions and to find new ones. As the future work, it is planned to investigate the 
SI algorithms for problem of the optimal control in microgrids. For microgrids the operational control and 
reactive power sharing are really actual and important [24, 25]. 
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